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Abstract

Open-set logo recognition is commonly solved by first
detecting possible logo regions and then matching the de-
tected parts against an ever-evolving dataset of cropped
logo images. The matching model, a metric learning prob-
lem, is especially challenging for logo recognition due to
the mixture of text and symbols in logos. We propose two
novel contributions to improve the matching model’s per-
formance: (a) using image-text paired samples for pre-
training, and (b) an improved metric learning loss func-
tion. A standard paradigm of fine-tuning ImageNet pre-
trained models fails to discover the text sensitivity neces-
sary to solve the matching problem effectively. This work
demonstrates the importance of pre-training on image-text
pairs, which significantly improves the performance of a vi-
sual embedder trained for the logo retrieval task, especially
for more text-dominant classes. We construct a composite
public logo dataset combining LogoDet3K, OpenLogo, and
FlickrLogos-47 deemed OpenLogoDet3K47. We show that
the same vision backbone pre-trained on image-text data,
when fine-tuned on OpenLogoDet3K47, achieves 98.6%
recall@1, significantly improving performance over pre-
training on Imagenet1K (97.6%). We generalize the Prox-
yNCA++ loss function to propose ProxyNCAHN++ which
incorporates class-specific hard negative images. The pro-
posed method sets new state-of-the-art on five public logo
datasets considered, with a 3.5% zero-shot recall@1 im-
provement on LogoDet3K test, 4% on OpenLogo, 6.5% on
FlickrLogos-47, 6.2% on Logos In The Wild, and 0.6% on
BelgaLogo.

1. Introduction
Logo Recognition, the problem of identifying both logo

regions and their associated logo classes, has several essen-
tial application areas, including brand recognition, contex-
tual advertising, and trademark infringement detection [36].
Research in this field has closely tracked advances in gen-
eral image recognition, given the similarities between the
two problems. The field has moved from hand-designed ge-

ometric invariants [7] to Scale-Invariant Feature Transforms
(SIFT) [24] and is now driven entirely by large deep neural
networks [2]. Two unique factors separate logo recogni-
tion from the deep learning-based image recognition trajec-
tory. First, unlike typical object detection or image classi-
fication problems, new logo classes are constantly emerg-
ing as new companies are registered or contemporary styles
are adopted. Second, an archetypal logo class can have an
abstract definition with high intra-class variation, including
different colors, styles, texts, and image backgrounds. Sev-
eral research teams have addressed the first challenge by ex-
tracting a logo-agnostic bounding box and then leveraging
metric learning to match detected regions against a poten-
tially evolving set of logo images. However, metric learning
approaches have struggled to perform robustly on the logo
region matching problem due to high intra-class variations
and the text-heavy nature of logo regions [21].

We hypothesize that the lack of text sensitivity in deep
neural networks for metric learning is due to constraints in
the fine-tuning process. The success of deep learning mod-
els on computer vision problems is driven by pre-training
on large open-source datasets such as ImageNet and then
adapting network weights to a downstream task. The perfor-
mance of the resulting networks is heavily dependent on the
characteristics of the pre-training dataset and the task sim-
ilarity between fine-tuning and pre-training stages. How-
ever, popular pre-training datasets such as ImageNet or MS-
COCO have limited text present in the images they contain.
Thus, the current fine-tuning paradigm has severely limited
performance on tasks that require text understanding, such
as logo recognition and text-based visual question answer-
ing. Researchers have attempted to overcome such chal-
lenges around text representation by explicitly extracting
optical character recognition (OCR) information and rep-
resenting it for image captioning and visual question an-
swering [40, 17, 42]. Text-aware embeddings are crucial
for open-set logo recognition because logos often contain
text content. Li et al. [21] proposed explicitly leverag-
ing the brand name as a target to build a parallel text-in-
image representation to bridge the gap between the repre-
sentative capability of traditional vision-backbones and the



demands of logo recognition. Hu. et al. [13] proposed fus-
ing explicit OCR with a textual description of an image in
a multimodal fusion framework. However, such approaches
increase overall embedding size, require additional down-
stream supervision data, and achieve limited performance
gains.

We propose building on the recent success of large mul-
timodal pre-training to improve text sensitivity of metric
learning network backbones. Our solution, similar to ex-
isting works such as CLIP [27] and ALIGN [14], leverages
normalized softmax-based constrastive learning to pre-train
vision networks that generate text-sensitive embeddings.
When adapted to the logo recognition problem, such net-
works significantly improve performance without requiring
additional supervision, a separate text processing backbone,
or OCR extraction. We also improve the fine-tuning process
of the metric learning backbone with a new, improved loss
function, deemed ProxyNCAHN++, that can leverage hard
negatives in or out of domain. This helps to address the is-
sue of very similar logos or the potential similarity between
a logo and some out-of-domain designs or patterns.

In summary, the key contributions of our work are

1. We propose using image-text multimodal pre-training
to improve text sensitivity of metric learning back-
bones for open-set logo recognition.

2. We present a new loss function to increase inter-class
distance despite significant intra-class variation. An
ablation study is documented in Section 4.4.

3. We perform a rigorous evaluation on several open-
source logo recognition datasets in Section 4.3, where
our solution surpasses state-of-the-art.

2. Related Work
2.1. Logo Recognition

The problem of logo recognition has closely tracked the
progress in the broader image recognition field. In one of
the early works of 1993, Doermann et al. [7] designed many
geometrical invariants such as image moments to match the
features of a new logo image against a database. The transi-
tion to better hand-crafted features such as Scale-Invariant
Feature Transforms (SIFT) [24] were readily adopted by
the logo recognition community [15]. Early attempts in the
late 90s at leveraging neural networks [4] for logo recogni-
tion problems achieved limited success. That has changed
in the past few years due to better neural network archi-
tectures [12], training techniques [20] and availability of
large datasets [5] and GPUs. Bianco et al. [2] proposed
building on the success of the Fast Region-Based Convolu-
tional Network [10] recognition pipeline by first sampling
image regions and then classifying them into a logo class.

Su et. al. [34] utilized improvements in the object detec-
tion literature, specifically Faster R-CNN [29] and YOLO
[28]. They further relaxed the requirement of localized logo
bounding boxes by synthetically compositing logo images
onto background images. Wang et al. [39] introduced a
large dataset of 3K logo categories and made improvements
to the YOLO framework. These methods made substantial
gains in logo-recognition performance but were only effec-
tive in the closed-set setting. Adding any new logo at test
time would require re-training such models.

Tuzko et al. [37] proposed one of the first deep-learning-
based open-set logo recognition methods. They use a Faster
R-CNN [29] network to detect any logo region in the im-
age and use an ImageNet-pre-trained network to match the
logo region against a dataset of cropped logos. Fehérvári
et al. [9] proposed taking advantage of metric learn-
ing approaches to improve the matching process further.
This two-step paradigm of class-agnostic logo region lo-
calization and subsequent feature matching against an ever-
evolving set of logos has become the norm [1]. The key
challenge is to ensure the robustness of the metric learn-
ing backbone, specifically its text sensitivity. Typical text-
invariance is due to initialization from ImageNet pre-trained
networks and a lack of direct OCR supervision. Some fixes
have been proposed to close this gap. Li et al. [21] proposed
a separate branch of text feature extraction to generate the
text contained in the logo. Hu. et al. [13] explicitly extract
OCR information from the image and use an associated im-
age description process through BERT [6] to extract brand
information in the image. In contrast, we propose a sim-
ple change to the matching network’s pre-training strategy,
which does not require additional training data or increase
in computational cost. Our method uses image-text multi-
modal pre-training, which imbues the vision network back-
bone with OCR capabilities.

2.2. Image-Text Pretraining

The use of attention-based methods in computer vision
such as Vision Transformers [8] has led to many works that
jointly model image and text. Vision and language trans-
former (ViLT) [19] proposed concatenating words with im-
age patches to obtain a joint representation. ViLT achieved
impressive results on multiple downstream applications, in-
cluding visual question answering and image captioning. Li
et al. [22] demonstrated multimodal training on a noisy set
of image-text correspondences without the need for detailed
annotations. We are particularly enthused by Contrastive
Language-Image Pre-Training (CLIP) [27] where the au-
thors proposed a simple yet effective method for multi-
modal training. CLIP constructs a large image-text dataset,
WebImageText (WIT), by extracting images and their cor-
responding descriptions (such as alt text) and uses the re-
sulting pairs to contrastively train image and text encoder



Figure 1. Overall setup of the proposed open-set logo recognition pipeline. a) Image-Text Pretraining: A batch of images with corre-
sponding text titles is independently passed through a vision and a text backbone to extract embeddings. Both the backbones are trained
by maximizing the alignment between the corresponding pairs ensuring a diagonally dominant dot product similarity matrix. b) The pre-
trained image backbone is further fine-tuned to serve as an embedder for the logo recognition problem using a new metric loss function,
ProxyNCAHN++. Filled-in shapes represent learned proxy vectors and unfilled shaped represent image embedding vectors. For an input
image from class h j heinz, it is attracted to its own class’ proxy (green arrow), pushed away from other class proxies (red arrows), and
also pushed away from individual image embeddings belonging to assigned hard negative classes heinz baked beans and heineken text
(pink arrows). c) Inference Pipeline: A generic logo detector extract all possible logo bounding boxes during inference. We then extract
embeddings of these individual boxes (with the embedder trained in Step (b)) and compare against a dataset of evolving logos to compute
the class labels.

backbones. The image backbone thus trained beats all other
pre-trained methods on datasets that require an understand-
ing of the text in the image, such as HatefulMemes [18].

In addition to experimenting with OpenAI’s CLIP-
trained vision transformer (ViT) model, we train an image-
text backbone on a large dataset of product image-title
pairs from an e-commerce website for comparison. The
trained network demonstrates significant improvement on
logos that contain text, as shown by Figure 3. Next, we
discuss the loss function used to fine-tune the matching net-
work’s weights.

2.3. Metric Learning Loss Function

The three key attributes of any embedder/matcher are
the network backbone and its pre-training, the loss func-
tion, and the metric used to compare the extracted embed-
dings. Training a matching model aims to push the em-
beddings of related logo images closer while moving apart
image embeddings of different logos. Some early works

such as pair contrastive loss [11] were adopted in designing
losses like the triplet loss [31] to better structure the em-
bedding space. However, a common difficulty in pair-wise,
triplet, or higher-pair loss functions has been the issue of
sampling informative pairs in a batch. ProxyNCA [26] pro-
poses an alternative way of modeling the class distribution,
where a proxy represents a class, and images in a batch are
pushed closer to their corresponding class proxies. Teh et
al. [35] built several improvements into the original Prox-
yNCA method such as fast-moving proxies. In this paper,
we further improve on ProxyNCA++ by better capturing
the boundaries of the class distribution. Our loss function,
ProxyNCAHN++, explicitly samples a set of hard negative
images per class in each batch so as to better separate each
class in feature space.

3. System Design
Our overall system follows the general paradigm in

open-set logo recognition. First, a general logo-region de-



tector such as [3, 28] identifies axis-aligned bounding boxes
likely to contain a logo region. Then, a feature embedder
module extracts a representation of each bounding box and
matches it against a stored image representation of possible
logo classes. The two core contributions of this work are
in pre-training the feature embedder module to imbue text
sensitivity and in using a better loss function for training the
feature embedder model. Figure 1 shows the high-level sys-
tem design. Next, we describe the two unique components
of our design.

3.1. OCR Sensitive Embedding

We build on a simple yet effective design from CLIP [27]
to perform image-text pre-training. A batch of N image-
text pairs are fed to separate vision and language processing
modules. The two modalities are trained by computing an
N ×N matrix of dot products between all possible image-
text pairs. Finally, supervision is applied by encouraging
the matrix to be diagonally dominant, i.e., ensuring that
embeddings of an input pair are closely aligned compared
to all other pairings. The sum of cross-entropy losses for
each image-text pair generates the training signal for both
vision and language backbones. The resulting model, espe-
cially the vision backbone, is found to possess strong OCR
discovery capabilities. In particular, Appendix E.2 of [27]
documents 80.5% accuracy of the visual encoder on the ren-
dered SST-2 NLP dataset. OCR discovery comes from hav-
ing rich descriptions that reference scene text contained in
an image, e.g. a caption with a brand name corresponding
to an image containing that brand’s logo. Another advan-
tage of this paradigm is the clear separation between the two
modalities, which enables the evaluation of each modality
independently.

The WIT dataset collected and used to train the CLIP
model is not available publicly, but we can still use the
model weights for fine-tuning. We also use our own set of
product image-title pairs scraped from an e-commerce web-
site as a comparable image-text pre-training set. Our experi-
ments prove that even with a much smaller dataset than WIT
used for pre-training, i.e., approximately 20 million product
image-title pairs, we obtain an embedder that significantly
outperforms one pre-trained with ImageNet data.

3.2. Loss Function

This section describes the primary loss function used and
how we can incorporate complex negative samples explic-
itly.

3.2.1 ProxyNCA++ Loss

One of the recent standard approaches to training deep met-
ric learning models is the Proxy NCA++ loss [35], which
improves on ProxyNCA [26]. The similar normalized soft-

max loss proposed in [41] also utilizes proxies. The main
idea is to use trainable proxy vectors to represent the ideal
embedding of a given class (generalizable to multiple prox-
ies per class in the dynamic assignment case). As such,
we no longer need to sample pairs or triplets of data points
within a batch as is the case of a standard contrastive or
triplet loss. We can train the model as a classification prob-
lem by looking at the distance from each image embedding
to its corresponding proxy vector.

Let P be the set of all learned proxy vectors in Rn. For a
given batch of images consider a positive class input image
xi ∈ R3×py×py with logo class yi ≥ 0, where px, py ∈ N
are the input image width and height, respectively. Fur-
ther let zi ∈ P denote the proxy vector for xi, i.e. zi is
closest to fθ(xi) among all proxies with class yi, where
fθ : R3×py×px → Rn is the embedding function with
learned parameters θ. For z1, z2 ∈ Rn define

d(z1, z2) =

∥∥∥∥ z1
∥z1∥2

− z2
∥z2∥2

∥∥∥∥2
2

, (1)

and let g(z1, z2) = exp
(
−d(z1,z2)

σ

)
, where σ > 0 is a

temperature-scaling parameter. The standard ProxyNCA++
loss for input xi is then

LProxyNCA++ = − log(Pi) (2)

Pi =
g(fθ(xi), zi)∑
z∈P g(fθ(xi), z)

. (3)

Note the squared exponent in (1) just as in [35, 26], which
we also observed performs better than the standard L2 dis-
tance.

3.2.2 Handling Hard Negatives

In attempt to improve performance further, we consider em-
phasizing difficult negatives during training that belong to
another positive class or no class at all. We employ a batch
sampling strategy where for each class yi, a randomly se-
lected difficult negative class yj is also included. Then in
the denominator of Pi from (3), we can add the exponential
distances from the embedding fθ(xi) to all embeddings for
class yj in the batch. To make this more precise, we focus
on the closed-set regime where test classes are the same as
those in the training set. Let L = {y1, . . . , yk} be the set of
all distinct classes, and let L̃ = {ỹ1, . . . , ỹk} be the set of
all (background) negative class labels. Assume we have a
mapping h : L ∋ yi 7→ {h(yi)1, . . . , h(yi)si} ⊂ L∪ L̃ that
assigns each label yi a set of difficult hard negative classes
(possibly empty). Now define for each input image xi with
positive class yi ∈ L in a batch B the ProxyNCAHN++
loss:

LProxyNCAHN++ = − log(PHN
i ) (4)



where

PHN
i ∝ g(fθ(xi), zi)∑

z∈P g(fθ(xi), z)
+

∑
xj∈B | yj∈h(yi)∩L

g(fθ(xi), fθ(xj))

+
∑

xj∈B | yj∈L̃
g(fθ(xi), fθ(xj))

. (5)

Figure 1(b) shows a conceptualization of the proposed loss
function.

3.2.3 Hard Negative Sampling

We utilize the modified loss function (5) by first training a
base embedding model using (3) on OpenLogoDet3K47 in
the closed-set regime and then computing its confusion ma-
trix C on the validation data, normalized along each row.
Then we construct the mapping h : L → P(L) by iterat-
ing over the rows i of C, and setting h(yi) to be the set of
all classes yj such that α1 ≤ Ci,j ≤ α2. Through vali-
dation we determined α1 = 0.05 and α2 = 0.35 to avoid
both choosing too-easy negatives and choosing classes yj
that may be visually identical due to label noise. As a sec-
ondary filter to avoid nearly identical classes, e.g. atari 1
versus atari 2, we only kept yj if the levenshtein distance
l(yi, yj) > 2. Once we have constructed such a mapping h,
we use a batch sampling strategy as follows. For each batch
we sample k positive classes and m samples per class. Then
for each class l present, we choose the first random class
l̃ ∈ h(l) that is not already in the batch, if available. We
then sample an additional m images with class l̃, yielding a
total batch size between km and 2km. We investigate how
this approach performs in Section 4.4.

Note that in the above scenario all hard negatives are
themselves positives for some other class. We could have
also fed a large set of images through a logo-agnostic de-
tector, generated embeddings for each detected region, and
then mined the resulting regions sufficiently close to known
positives for challenging negative examples that may not
belong to any positive class, i.e. that belong to L̃. How-
ever, this requires more annotation and is difficult to scale
unless restricted to find hard negatives for a (small) subset
of (challenging) classes.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

There are numerous public datasets pertaining to logo
recognition, and we mention those relevant to this work.
We also describe the construction of a combined dataset
called OpenLogoDet3K47 that we used primarily for ab-
lation studies (see Section 4.4). In general, we remove any
images from these datasets with a minimum side length of

less than 10 pixels. See Table 1 for information on the
main datasets considered. When computing performance,
we primarily use the recall@1 metric which is defined as
the number of images in a query set identified correctly
when retrieving their closest neighbors in a reference set.
We omit computing recall@k with k > 1 as in [21] since
visually similar logos often belong to very different types
of brands due to trademark legislation, and thus practically,
not retrieving the correct logo class via the closest neigh-
bor would be considered a failure. If a query image also
exists in the reference set, then we take the second closest
neighbor.

4.1.1 QMUL-OpenLogo

The QMUL-OpenLogo dataset [34] is itself constructed
from 7 existing public datasets: FlickrLogos-27 [16],
FlickrLogos-32 [30], Logos-32plus [2], BelgaLogos [15],
WebLogo-2M [33], Logos In The Wild [38], and Sport-
sLogo [23]. The authors combined these datasets by
combining some same-brand classes that exist in multiple
sources, removing many erroneous annotations, and remov-
ing classes with fewer than 10 images. The result is a rela-
tively high quality dataset containing 27189 images across
309 classes with object-level annotations.

When evaluating on this dataset with a model trained
only on LogoDet3K, we closely follow [21] and partition
it into a query set, consisting of 10 random images per
class, with the remaining images placed in a gallery set.
We also partition with respect to whether a class name con-
tains “-text” to provide an insight into performance on text-
dominant logo classes. Finally, we compute recall@1 over
the entire dataset versus itself for comparison.

4.1.2 LogoDet3K

The LogoDet3K dataset [39] consists of 158652 images
with 194261 bounding boxes across 3000 logo classes.
When training on this dataset, we use an open-set approach
so that test classes are unseen. Furthermore, we place any
class with less than 20 samples entirely in the training split.
When evaluating on this dataset, just as with OpenLogo we
construct a query and gallery set. However, this dataset does
not specify text-dominant classes, so we cannot partition
further.

4.1.3 FlickrLogos-47

FlickrLogos-47 [30] is an expanded version of FlickrLogos-
32, where the same images are used but with more complete
annotations that cover additional classes.
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Figure 2. Explicitly marked text-dominant classes from the test
split of OpenLogoDet3K47

4.1.4 OpenLogoDet3K47

In order to improve the diversity of classes and volume of
training data used in our experiments, we combine the Lo-
goDet3K dataset with two other public datasets that have
a relatively small overlap with it: QMUL-OpenLogo and
FlickrLogos-47. We cleaned the resulting union of datasets
by merging or removing some redundant classes, and details
can be found in the supplementary material. After removing
image regions with a minimum side length less than 10 pix-
els and any classes with fewer than 20 instances, we have
a total of 2714 classes with 181552 images and 227176 ob-
jects.

Similar to OpenLogo and LogoDet3K, we evaluate on
the test split by separating it into query and gallery subsets.
In particular, we first split the dataset into a global query
and gallery set. We further split the query set into large
images (greater than 70 pixels on minimum side) and small
images. The value 70 was chosen because it is near the 40th

percentile of minimum side length values across the en-
tire dataset. Finally, we separate small/large query subsets
into those classes with “ text” in the name and those with-
out. Figure 2 shows examples of such text-dominant classes
from the test set. This separation facilitates evaluation of re-
call@1 performance across specific parts of the test dataset,
which in our evaluations include query vs gallery, all vs
all (query plus gallery versus itself), small/large query vs
gallery, and text query vs gallery. Note that many classes
without “ text” in the name are still text-heavy, so results
must be interpreted carefully.

4.1.5 E-commerce Image-Text Pair Dataset

We curated approximately 20 million image-text pairs from
an e-commerce website, each containing a main product im-
age and its corresponding product title. This yields a similar
dataset to WIT or Laion400m [32] but in a different image
domain. We then trained a CLIP model on this dataset to

obtain an alternative image-text pre-trained ViT base model
to fine-tune for logo recognition.

4.2. Implementation

All experiments were conducted on machines with 4
Tesla V100 GPUs, using PyTorch version 1.10. The train-
ing code was built on the Pytorch Metric Learning Li-
brary, version 0.9.99. Three different architectures were
used: a ViT with patch size 32 (ViT/B-32 [27]); a CLIP-
modified ResNet50 architecture (CLIP-ResNet50) whose
final pooling is replaced with multi-head attention; a stan-
dard ResNet50 architecture from torchvision with a modi-
fied final pooling and layer norm before output [25, 35].

The output embedding has 128 dimensions for all mod-
els, which we obtain by attaching a fully connected (FC)
layer of shape 128 × d0, where d0 is the output dimension
of the base (trunk) architecture. We initialize the proxy vec-
tors by evaluating the pre-trained model (with added fully
connected layer) on the training set and computing per-class
mean embeddings. All networks were adapted to process
input images with 160 × 160 pixels, which is comparable
with input image sizes used in [21, 9]. This is accomplished
for ResNet50 by replacing the final average pool layer with
an adaptive max pooling layer. For the ViT and modified
ResNet50 models used by CLIP, we apply bicubic interpo-
lation to the positional embedding tensors.

Common hyperparameters used are influenced by ref-
erencing those cited in [27, 35]. Hyperparameter tuning
was conducted on a validation set with approximately 16%
of logo classes. The training set comprises approximately
64% of classes, with the remaining 20% of classes assigned
to the test set. Any collected negative samples with class
in h(y) ∩ L were included in the split containing all pos-
itives for class y. For each model architecture and pre-
trained weights considered, we conducted 20 trials using
the Ax library to select the trunk base learning rate γtrunk ∈
[10−6, 10−4], final fully connected layer learning rate γfc ∈
[0.0001, 0.01], proxy learning rate γp ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 100},
and batch size b ∈ {128, 192}. Each trial was trained for
25 epochs using the AdamW optimizer with learning rates
reduced on plateau (patience of 4 and factor of 0.25). The
temperature scaling parameter σ in (3) and (5) was fixed
at 0.06. Image augmentation used consisted of color jitter
and perspective transformations. Other fixed hyperparame-
ters are listed in the supplementary material. The best per-
forming hyperparameter set for each model configuration
was used to train a final model on the training and valida-
tion sets combined, with evaluation metrics then computed
on the test set. In order to build a ViT pre-trained on E-
commerce image-text data, we used the same hyperparam-
eters as specified in [27]. We randomly initialize the vision-
text backbone of the CLIP model based on ViT and train
with a contrastive loss.



Table 1. Public Logo Dataset Comparison
Dataset Logos Images Objects Annotation Text/Sym. Sep.

BelgaLogos [15] 37 1321 2697 Object-Level ✓
LogosInTheWild [38] 871 (786) 11054 32850 (25311) Mixed ✓
FlickrLogo-32 [30] 32 2240 3404 Object-Level ✓
FlickrLogo-47 [30] 47 2235 5968 Object-Level ✓
QMUL-OpenLogo [34] 352 27083 51207 Object-Level ✓
LogoDet3K [39] 3000 158652 194261 Object-Level
OpenLogoDet3K47 3276 (2714) 188244 (181552) 235738 (227176) Object-Level Partial

4.3. Comparison With State-Of-Art On Public
Datasets

In Table 2, we see the performance of our best image-text
pre-trained model on several unseen public datasets, com-
pared to the previous state-of-art [21] that was also trained
on the LogoDet3K dataset. Our model uses 160 pixel in-
put size compared to 150 for the comparison model, and we
use 128-dimensional embeddings instead of 512 (1024 with
combined text recognition and image features). We trained
on the same percentage of logo classes from LogoDet3K
as in [21] (80%), but there are no standard splits for this
dataset, so we could only ensure that we sampled and pre-
pared the data as closely as possible. In the case of OpenL-
ogo and the LogoDet3K test set, we again mimic [21] and
split each into query and gallery sets to give more realistic
estimates of zero-shot performance. We show text-specific
recall@1 where possible. Ultimately, we see a roughly 3-
6% improvement in recall@1 across all subsets where exact
comparison data is available, except for BelgaLogo, which
can likely be attributed to its small size.

4.4. Ablation Study

We now consider how architecture and pre-training
method affect overall performance. We observe in Ta-
ble 3 that both image-text pre-trained models (either from
OpenAI or trained on E-commerce image-title pairs) yield
nearly 1% better recall@1 performance (test set queried
against itself) than either ImageNet1K-pre-trained model.
Furthermore, the recall@1 performance with queries re-
stricted to text-dominant classes has a 2-3% improvement.
We show in Figure 3 several failure cases of the best
ImageNet1K-pre-trained ViT model relative to the best
OpenAI image-text pre-trained ViT model. In particular, we
see that the image-text pre-trained model retrieves the cor-
rect logo for text-heavy classes like ‘Fosters’, ‘Konka’, or
‘Ultra Brite’, where the font style/color/background differs,
while the ImageNet pre-trained retrieves an incorrect match.
We also see evidence of OCR sensitivity to non-English
(Chinese) characters as evidenced by correct matches in
rows 6-8 of Figure 3.

Regarding the effect of loss function (5), we observe in
Table 4 that overall recall@1 improves slightly by 0.1%.
To see this we trained two models in the closed-set setting

Query Incorrect Correct Query Incorrect Correct

Figure 3. Sample images from the OpenLogoDet3K47 dataset test
split showing that our image-text pre-trained ViT logo embedder
is better at representing text-dominant logo classes when com-
pared to the same architecture pre-trained on ImageNet. Columns
1+4: query image, columns 2+5: ImageNet-pre-trained ViT
model’s incorrect retrieval, columns 3+6: Image-text pre-trained
ViT model’s correct logo retrieval

(i.e. all classes seen during training) using (3) or (5), while
holding all other hyperparameters the same.

Figure 4. TSNE comparison for test images from hard nega-
tive cohort {h j heinz, heinz baked beans, heineken text} us-
ing models trained with ProxyNCA++ versus ProxyNCAHN++
loss functions.



Table 2. Recall@1 performance on various public logo datasets for the best ViT base model trained on LogoDet3K vs previous state-of-art
taken from Table 4 of [21].

Model LogoDet3K Test OpenLogo BelgaLogo FlickrLogos-47 LiTW
Q vs G All Q vs G All Text All Text All Text All Text

ViT IT Pre-trained 0.9836 0.9886 0.9371 0.9629 0.9568 0.9797 0.9784 0.9834 0.9778 0.9391 0.9456
SeeTek [21] 0.9490 - 0.8964 - - 0.9739 1.0 0.9188 0.9400 0.8772 -

Table 3. Recall@1 performance on the OpenLogoDet3K47 test split among several model initializations. Pre-training denotes which data
the base model was pre-trained on. For example, OpenAI IT refers to OpenAI’s image-text pre-trained ViT-B/32 model. BS is batch size;
LR (T, E, P) denotes the trunk, embedder, and proxy learning rates, respectively; All vs All denotes recall@1 when querying the entire test
dataset against itself and taking the 2nd closest neighbor; Q vs G refers to recall@1 for disjoint query and gallery subsets of the test set.

Model Pre-training BS LR NMI All vs All Q vs G Text Small Large
(T,E,P) (QvG) (QvG)

ViT-B/32 OpenAI IT 192 (2.3E-06, 0.0015, 71) 0.9095 0.9867 0.9788 0.9925 0.9702 0.9843
ViT-B/32 E-comm. IT 192 (5.0E-06, 0.0015, 70) 0.9040 0.9849 0.9759 0.9888 0.9664 0.9819
CLIP-ResNet50 OpenAI IT 128 (5.3E-06, 0.0005, 67) 0.8854 0.9783 0.9641 0.9716 0.9518 0.9720
ResNet50 ImageNet1K 128 (0.00011, 0.00045, 54) 0.8742 0.9756 0.9551 0.9765 0.9518 0.9573
ViT-B/32 ImageNet1K 128 (3.3E-05, 0.0023, 100) 0.8707 0.9755 0.9523 0.9790 0.9504 0.9536

Table 4. Recall@1 performance on the test split of OpenLogoDet3K47 dataset using loss function (3) vs (5). The model was generated by
fine-tuning the OpenAI image-text pre-trained ViT model on the (closed-set) training and validation splits of OpenLogoDet3K47 (i.e. all
classes are seen during training)

Model Pretraining BS LR Loss NMI All vs All Q vs G Text Small Large
(T,E,P) (QvG) (QvG)

ViT-B/32 OpenAI IT 192 (3E-06, 0.0003, 63) (3) 0.9325 0.9588 0.9480 0.9341 0.9340 0.9583
ViT-B/32 OpenAI IT 192 (3E-06, 0.0003, 63) (5) 0.9339 0.9600 0.9475 0.9366 0.9312 0.9594

Furthermore, looking at the hard negative
set mapping h j heinz → h(h j heinz) =
{heinz baked beans,heineken text}, we observe
that the corresponding normalized confusion submatrix
slightly improves as shown in (6). Also, in Figure 4 the
model trained with (5) has qualitatively better separation of
h j heinz from heinz baked beans.

h j heinz

heinz baked beans

heineken text

1 0 0
0 0.909 0.045
0 0 0.979

 −→

1 0 0
0 0.954 0
0 0 0.966

 .

(6)

5. Conclusion
This work demonstrated a simple yet effective solution to

embue text sensitivity in a logo matching model, which sets
new state-of-the-art on all public logo datasets. Our solution
leverages image-text multimodal pre-training to discover
OCR capabilities which proves vital on text-heavy logo im-
ages. Notably, the same model continues to outperform the
existing state-of-the-art matching model even on non-text
logos. The new proposed ProxyNCAHN++ loss function
improves separability on top of a strong baseline. In the fu-
ture, we will study a better integration of the logo-agnostic

Query Retrieval Query Retrieval Query Retrieval

Figure 5. Logo retrieval errors showing different challenges for
future work

detector to understand how upstream detection accuracy in-
fluences downstream precision. Further challenges also re-
main regarding poorly aligned logo bounding boxes in the
context of a logo detector/embedder pipeline, blurry/tiny
logo regions, poor lighting conditions, partial text matches,
ambiquous or indistinct logos, and stylized or non-English
text (see Figure 5).
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